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Molecular beam epitaxial growth of SrCu 2O3: Metastable structures
and the role of epitaxy

N. J. C. Ingle,a) R. H. Hammond, and M. R. Beasley
Department of Applied Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 12 October 2001; accepted for publication 11 February 2002!

Within the study of oxide materials, high pressure bulk growth has generated a number of new and
interesting materials. More recently, attention has been paid to using epitaxy to stabilize these high
pressure oxide materials as thin films. In this article we report on the molecular beam epitaxial
growth of SrCu2O3; a high pressure, highly correlated, model oxide. We find that the choice of
substrate can significantly alter not only the structure but also the chemistry of the resulting film. For
growth on SrTiO3 substrates the epitaxially stabilized structure for single phase films with a
SrCu2O3 composition is based on a tetragonal unit cell. For identical growth conditions, but on a
LaAlO3 substrate, a single phase film with the composition and structure of the infinite layer
material (SrCuO2) is formed. We also review the literature for the successes and failures of epitaxy
to stabilize high pressure structures. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The addition of high pressure as one of the variab
during the growth of bulk materials, particularly high pre
sure oxygen, has led to the discovery of a number of new
interesting materials, and the promise of many more.1–4 The
growth of epitaxial thin films has been considered as ano
way to stabilize these high pressure oxides in a technol
cally useful form. However, the literature only shows succ
for a very limited class of materials, and there seems to b
belief that the reason for the failure to grow other high pr
sure oxides is related to an inability to fully oxidize th
growing film.

In this article, we present our results on the epitax
growth of SrCu2O3 using a high flux atomic oxygen sourc
that is more than sufficient to ensure the necessary oxida
of the films. We find that films of the correct stoichiomet
can be grown on SrTiO3 substrates, however, these films
not have the orthorhombic structure found in the high pr
sure bulk form of SrCu2O3. Instead, we find an epitaxially
stabilized structure based on a tetragonal unit cell. Gro
on LaAlO3 substrates, under identical deposition conditio
results in the formation of the related compound SrCuO2.

As discussed in the main section of this article, the
results serve to demonstrate that epitaxy can strongly in
ence the critical and delicate interplay between the chemi
and the structure of these oxide films. The results also d
onstrate the necessity of powerfulin situ ~and ideally real-
time! characterization of these oxide thin films if the film
structure and chemistry is to be effectively determined. T
article will end with a discussion of the published acco
plishments and failures in using epitaxy to stabilize hi
pressure phases.

a!Electronic mail: ingle@stanford.edu
6370021-8979/2002/91(10)/6371/8/$19.00
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II. BACKGROUND

In order to make progress with the concept of growi
high pressure materials with thin-film-type processes, it
useful to separate the effect of pressure into two compone
The first is the ability to drive the oxidation reaction to
product with a higher oxidation state, via the thermodynam
argument relating oxidant activity to the oxygen partial pre
sure. The second is the role of pressure in stabilizing a
ticular structure—in this case, a high pressure structure.
ing this separation of oxidation and structure stabilizatio
three separate classes of materials can be defined within
category of high pressure oxide materials.Oxidation high
pressure materialsare those in which the high pressure ac
to provide full oxidation, but does nothing to affect the stru
ture. There is generally no low pressure structure with
same stoichiometry, and the structure that forms is sta
with nonstoichiometric amounts of oxygen~i.e., oxygen de-
ficiencies!. Structural high pressure materialsare materials
that undergo a structural phase transition as a function
pressure, with no change in oxidation level or stoichiome
A low and a high pressure phase therefore exist for the s
stoichiometry. Many materials fall into this class. Finall
combination high pressure materialsare those in which the
high pressure oxygen both fully oxidizes the material a
allows a high pressure structure to be stabilized. These
to be line compounds with no similar stoichiometric lo
pressure phase.

By dividing the effect of pressure into these two comp
nents and using the three classes defined earlier, we can
ter understand the limiting step, either oxidation or struct
stabilization, in growing high pressure materials via thin fi
deposition processes. To grow materials from either theoxi-
dation high pressure materialsor thecombination high pres-
sure materialsclasses, the oxidation reaction must be driv
to generate products of higher oxidation state than can
obtained with molecular oxygen under molecular beam e
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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6372 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 10, 15 May 2002 Ingle, Hammond, and Beasley
taxy ~MBE!-type growth pressures. Hence, to drive t
needed oxidation reaction, the activity of the oxidant must
increased. Changing the chemistry of the oxidant will a
complish this while maintaining a low pressure. In Ing
et al.5 we describe, in detail, a method to produce and m
sure very large fluxes of atomic oxygen. We have also sho
that the previously inaccessible highest levels of oxidat
for the group VIB elements are well within reach with th
high flux atomic oxygen source.6

Growing materials in the structural high pressure ma
rials and thecombination high pressure materialsclasses re-
quires a means to stabilize the alternative, high press
structure. This article deals with the use of epitaxy on
suitable substrate to stabilize the high pressure structur
lieu of high pressure. Experimentally, the growth
SrCu2O3, a material within the class ofcombination high
pressure materials,will be studied on several substrates bo
as an interesting case study and because it is a pote
model system for the study of highly correlated, low dime
sional materials.

III. SrCu2O3

SrCu2O3 is a low dimensional quantum magnet whic
can currently be grown only as a bulk material under h
pressures of oxygen, and falls within the class of combi
tion high pressure materials. It is a model system for stu
ing low dimensional quantum magnets in a regime betw
the one-dimensional chains~in materials such as Sr2CuO3!
and the two-dimensional planar configuration of the highTc

parent compound SrCuO2 ~see, for example, Refs. 7–14!.
However, as a bulk material it is hard to probe experim
tally the many questions that need to be answered abou
electronic properties of the material due to the difficulty
chemically doping the material and the difficulty in gener
ing clean surfaces for photoemission spectroscopy stud
Both of these problems could potentially be solved by
growth of a thin film. Additionally, several well-matche
substrates can be used to study the effects of epitaxy on
growth of SrCu2O3.

SrCu2O3 is the first member of the homologous series
compounds with a stoichiometry of Srn21Cun11O2n , where
n5 3, 5, ...`, as was determined by Hiroiet al.1 This series
is defined by the layered structure of Cu–O planes, w
CuO4 squares defining the planar geometry, and by oxyg
free Sr planes. The last member of this series~n5`! is
SrCuO2, the so-called infinite layer material upon whic
most of the high temperature superconductors are based
n steps down in the series the Cu–O/Sr/Cu–O layering
maintained, while the arrangement of the CuO4 squares
changes, from all corner-sharing in then5` case~SrCuO2)
to half corner-sharing and half edge-sharing in then53 case
of SrCu2O3. SrCu2O3 has the Cmmm space group with
a53.934 Å, b511.573 Å, c53.495 Å @Sr ~1

2,0
1
2),

Cu(0,16,0),O1(0,0,0),O2(61
2,

1
6,0)]. Theb unit cell length is

just less than three times thea unit cell length. This is re-
quired for the half corner-sharing, half edge-sharing motif
generate a translationally symmetric unit.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Ideally the substrate should be a very close match to
crystal structure of the material that is to be grown, not o
in the unit cell size, but also in terms of the space group. T
structure of SrCu2O3 is quite unusual and therefore there h
yet to be found a substrate with a direct space group
lattice parameter match. The next best alternative is
choose a substrate with similar point group symmetries at
important atomic positions, normally the position of th
close-packed atoms. In SrCu2O3, the structure is constraine
by the close-packed oxygen sublattice in thea–b plane. With
this in mind, thea–b plane of the SrCu2O3 structure closely
resembles that of thea–b plane of the perovskite structur
SrTiO3. In both materials, the oxygen-to-oxygen spacing
2.79 Å.

Considering LaAlO3 and MgO as possible substrates c
help shed light on the influences of epitaxy. LaAlO3 is also a
perovskite structure, but with a smaller lattice parame
making the oxygen-to-oxygen distance in thea–b plane 2.67
Å. MgO, on the other hand, has the structure of simple ro
salt ~NaCl!. In this case, the similarity in the structure
SrCu2O3 is solely through the oxygen sublattice in thea–b
plane, with a larger oxygen-to-oxygen spacing of 2.97 Å.

The family of Sr–Cu–O compounds is summarized
Table I. Ideally the desired ratio of Cu to Sr in our film
should be 2:1, this ratio is controlled in the electron-be
MBE chamber by maintaining the ratio of fluxes~also called
the deposition ratio! of Cu to Sr at 2:1 using atomic absorp
tion rate control. However, there is no guarantee that
ratio of atoms that ends up being incorporated in the film w
be the same as the ratio of fluxes generated, so the ratio
be checked after the film is grown.

To this end,in situ core-level x-ray photoelectron spec
troscopy~XPS! was used to determine the composition of t
film. Since the core-level peak area is directly related~via the
photoemission cross section! to the number of atoms presen
the ratio of the cross-section corrected core-level peak a
allows one to determine the stoichiometry of the film witho
the need for models or fitting parameters. The XPS spe
were measured in anin situ VG ESCALAB Mark 2 spec-
trometer equipped with a twin anode x-ray source. All XP
data shown in this work were collected with Mg x rays a
have had the spectral components associated with theKa3,4

x-ray satellites subtracted and then a Shirley-style15 back-
ground removed. No contaminants~e.g., carbon! were seen
in the spectra.

The stoichiometry of SrCu2O3 implies that because Sr i
oxidized to 12, which is the only option for this strongly

TABLE I. Possible Sr–Cu–O phases with unit cell sizes.

Phase a ~Å! b ~Å! c ~Å! Ref.

Sr2CuO3 12.68 3.90 3.49 50
SrCuO2 3.92 3.92 3.43 51
Sr14Cu24O41 11.46 13.39 3.94 52
SrCu2O2 5.47 5.47 9.83 53
SrCu2O3 3.93 11.57 3.49 1
Sr2Cu3O5 3.93 19.41 3.46 1
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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ionic group II metal, Cu must be in the12 oxidation state
~the highest oxidation state for Cu!. In this work the oxidant
used is atomic oxygen, generated from a high flux atom
oxygen source~see Ref. 5!. This allows the product of the
oxidation reaction to be driven to a higher oxidation st
than would be possible using molecular oxygen as the
dant, while still maintaining MBE-type growth pressures.
determine the oxidation level of the film, we can concentr
solely on the oxidation level of Cu because Sr is limited t
single oxidation state~12!. A change in the oxidation stat
of an atom will cause both a spatial rearrangement of
valence charges of that particular atom and a different po
tial due to the change in the surrounding nuclei and e
trons. These changes show up as a shift in the binding en
and the satellite structure of the core-level peaks in XPS.
oxidation state of Cu is therefore obtained by studying
binding energy and satellite structure of the Cu 2p core
level. Figure 1 shows the 2p core level of Cu for severa
films when the oxidation state is changed by varying the fl
of atomic oxygen. As shown in previous works~see, for
example, Refs. 16 and 17!, the appearance of extra satelli

peaks around 942.5 and 962.5 eV and a shift of the 2p 3
2 core

level from 932.4 to 933.6 eV, which are clearly discernib
indicate the presence of Cu in the12 oxidation state.

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!
was digitally recorded and analyzed during growth and w
primarily used to determine the long range ordering of
structure. Beyond the qualitative knowledge gained
simple visual inspection of the obtained images, this te
nique is useful for the information it provides regarding t
in-plane symmetry, and the rough estimates of the in-pl
lattice parameters.

X-ray diffractometry~XRD! was doneex situon a Phil-
lips Materials Research diffractometer using CuKa radiation
with a four-axis goniometer. Thec-axis lattice parameter of a
thin film is easily determinable with XRD, but as can be se
from Table I this will not uniquely determine which phas
has formed. However, judicious examination of specific o
axis peaks can distinguish between all the unit cells listed
Table I. Therefore, off-axis XRD was done as well, with t

FIG. 1. The oxidation state of Cu as determined via XPS of the Cu 2p core
level for films grown under varying oxidation conditions.
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V. RESULTS

A. On „001… SrTiO3 substrates

The exact surface that SrTiO3 presents for epitaxia
growth is a matter of some debate. Although recent artic
have proposed methods for chemical and thermal sur
treatments to obtain either SrO or TiO2 termination,18–20

typical core level XPS results always find the ratio of Sr to
to be 1.6:1 instead of 1:1~seen, for example, by correctin
with cross sections the XPS core level ratios published
Gondaet al.!.21 Time-of-flight ion scattering and recoil spec
troscopy also shows more Sr on the surface than expect22

The reason for the incorrect ratios of Sr to Ti is not clear, b
it is commonly thought to be related to the layered nature
the SrTiO3 structure, possibly influenced by the lack of ox
gen at the surface,23 or by the formation of another membe
of the Srn11TinO3n11 Ruddlesden–Popper homologous s
ries within the top several surface layers.

In this work all substrates were cleanedin situ by heat-
ing to 600 °C under a flow of atomic oxygen. XPS on t
SrTiO3 substrates showed core level peaks for Sr, Ti, and
only, and the cross-section corrected core level peak area
Sr and Ti consistently produced a ratio of 1.6:1. The 1.
ratio was also seen for substrates treated with the chem
and thermal procedure described in Kosteret al.18 to gener-
ate a TiO2 terminated surface.

Separate calibration of the Cu and Sr atomic absorp
rate monitors via quartz crystal monitors allows the deter
nation of the number of Cu and Sr atoms hitting the su
strate. Empirically it was determined that a deposition ra
of 2.5 Cu atoms for every Sr atom hitting a SrTiO3 substrate
at 550 °C, as controlled by atomic absorption, led to a fi
with a Cu:Sr ratio of 2:1, or a composition of SrCu2Ox , as
determined by cross-section correctedin situ XPS core level
peak area ratios. In addition, an atomic oxygen flux of
least 531016 atoms/cm2 s was needed in order to fully oxi
dize the Cu~i.e., to produce the correct binding energy sh
and satellite structure as shown in Fig. 1! under these depo
sition conditions. From this point on, all films discussed
this article showed an oxidation state of12 for the Cu as
determined by the binding energy and satellite structure
the Cu 2p XPS core level.

For a very large range of stoichiometry on the Cu ri
side ~Cu:Sr deposition ratios from 2.5:1 to 20:1!, the first
10–15 Å deposited on SrTiO3 substrates always show a
epitaxial RHEED pattern. Moreover, XPS measurements
these samples show a small Ti peak which is due to
substrate~and expected for such a thin film!, and a cross-
section corrected Cu to Sr XPS core level peak ratio tha
independent of the deposition ration. The ability to grow
10–15-Å-thick film with a range of Cu to Sr deposition r
tios from 2.5:1 to 20:1 and yet always generate an epita
thin film with a fixed Cu to Sr ratio demonstrates that t
substrate can have a huge influence on the local chemi
For films thicker than 10–15 Å, the cross-section correc
XPS core level peak ratio increases as the Cu to Sr dep
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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tion ratio is increased and the epitaxial RHEED pattern
lost for deposition ratios greater than 3:1. All of the XP
results were robust as a function of position on the sam
suggesting that phase separation or precipitate formation
not occur.

We note on passing that depositing a Cu to Sr ratio
2.5:1 on a MgO substrate at 550 °C generates an amorp
film with a cross-section corrected XPS core level peak ra
of 1.5:1. And as we will discuss later, deposition under ide
tical conditions and LaAlO3 substrates generates a cros
section corrected XPS core level peak ratio of 1:1—furt
demonstrating that the substrates play a large role in de
mine what ratio of Cu to Sr will stick, and therefore whic
phases can be grown.

For growth up to 500 °C on SrTiO3 with a wide variety
of Cu to Sr deposition ratios, the films grown were polycry
talline. Starting at 600 °C, and with a set deposition ratio
Cu to Sr, there was a decrease in the ratio of Cu to Sr m
sured by the cross-section corrected XPS core levels as
temperature was increased. At growth temperatures
800 °C and above there was no Cu in the resulting film,
determined by XPS. This would suggest that the Cu is hig
mobile ~or volatile!.

RHEED patterns obtained throughout the growth o
1000-Å-thick film on SrTiO3 substrates at 550 °C~with a
deposition ratio of 2.5:1, a cross-section corrected core le
XPS peak area ratio of 2:1, and the correct XPS core le
binding energy and satellite structure to indicate a12 Cu
oxidation state! show three different patterns: A, B, and C
with spacings of 3.9, 5.6, and 8.8 Å, respectively, depend
on the orientation of the substrate with respect to
RHEED beam. As the film is rotated around its normal,
patterns are seen in the sequenceA–C–B–C–A, which is
repeated four times within each 360° rotation. Assumin
homogeneous film, this four-fold symmetry implies squa
planar symmetry in the plane of the sample~i.e., the unit cell
must be either tetragonal or cubic!, which allows pattern A to
be indexed as 100, pattern B as 110, and pattern C as
making the a and b unit cell dimensions 3.9 Å. Thes
RHEED patterns then require the unit cell of the film to
either cubic or tetragonal, not the orthorhombic unit c
listed for SrCu2O3 in Table I. No three-dimensional transmi
sion spots were seen throughout the growth of these fil
suggesting that a second phase, or precipitate, did not fo

XRD is the easiest method for obtaining the unit cell s
in the direction normal to the sample. Figure 2 shows a s
dard 2u–v XRD scan. Two peaks are shown that, if index
as ~001! and ~002!, give a c-axis spacing of 3.49 Å. From
Table I we see that the tetragonal unit cell size ofa5b
53.9 Å and c53.49 Å is more like that of SrCuO2 than
SrCu2O3. On the other hand, the cation stoichiometry det
mined by XPS is clearly 2:1.

With a basic unit cell in hand, off-axis XRD can be don
to further enhance the certainty with which the structure
be identified. A peak was found at the correct 2u and c
angles for the~101! peak and at those locations af scan
showed four peaks, as expected for a tetragonal unit cell.
~121! peak was found at the correct 2u andc angles for this
tetragonal unit cell and af scan indicated the expected eig
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$121% peaks with a 26° offset from the$101% peaks, as shown
in Fig. 3. Furthermore, peaks indexed as$111% were found at
the correct 2u andc angles for this tetragonal unit cell an
rotated by 45° inc from the $101% peaks.

It is worth noting that all of these peaks can also
indexed by an orthorhombic unit cell with dimension
a53.905,b511.71, andc53.49 Å, i.e., like that of SrCu2O3

but with a slightly expandedb axis. However, with the
atomic arrangement of SrCu2O3 on this orthorhombic cell,
the structure factor indicates that the tetragonally inde
101 peak should be absent and that the symmetry show
the f scan~Fig. 3! for the tetragonally indexed 211 peak
incorrect. This therefore rules out such an interpretation.

Nonetheless, there are two problems with assessing
films structure to be a SrCuO2 tetragonal unit cell. The first is
that for any body-centered unit cell, such as SrCuO2 ~regard-
less of whether it is cubic, tetragonal or orthorhombic!, any
plane with (h1k1 l ) equal to an odd number should gene
ate a systematic absence of the corresponding peak in
x-ray data. Significantly, Fig. 2 clearly shows the strong pr
ence of the 001 peak. The second problem is that the cr
section corrected XPS core level area ratios imply the Cu
Sr ratio of the film is 2:1, not 1:1.

One possible interpretation of the results is that we h
formed the SrCuO2-type tetragonal structure but with a ran

FIG. 2. A 2u–v x-ray scan of a film grown at 550 °C on SrTiO3, indexed.

FIG. 3. Twof scans, of the$101% and $121% family of peaks, indexed and
overlayed to show the tetragonal nature of unit cell.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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domly distributed Sr atom missing from one out of every tw
unit cells. This makes the Cu to Sr ratio 2:1, as the X
results require, and removes the required absence of the
peak because half the unit cells no longer are body cente
The line in Fig. 4 shows the calculated ratio of the intensit
of the 001 to the 002 XRD peaks as a function of Sr oc
pancy in SrCuO2. The two points are for experimental dat
where theI 001/I 002 is determined from the XRD data and th
Sr deficiency is determined by the cross-section correc
XPS core level peak area ratios. The point at the Sr d
ciency of 0.52 is for the film discussed in this section, a
the point at a Sr deficiency of 0 is for a film with an XPS C
to Sr ratio of 1:1.

When comparing the ideal infinite layer structure
SrCuO2 to the orthorhombic, high pressure structure
SrCu2O3, it is important to realize that the local environme
~the nearest neighbor atoms! for the Sr atom in either struc
tures is identical, and that the overall oxygen sublattice
identical. For this reason, the unit cells are very similar a
SrCu2O3 may be considered simply as having a longer ran
order than SrCuO2. It is the longer range order that is obv
ously not forming in the grown films. Epitaxy may he
maintain thec-axis layering, and the oxygen sublattice
desired, but the Cu and Sr in the grown films do not have
long range order needed to generate the two-leg ladder s
ture of SrCu2O3. It is interesting to note that one of th
important components of the SrCu2O3 structure, the half
corner-shared half, edge-shared CuO4 units, is not found in
any of the Sr–Cu–O phases that have been prepared as
films. This arrangement is prominent in the low pressu
orthorhombic version of SrCuO2, but there is no published
literature showing its growth as an epitaxial thin film.

According to the chemical shift in the core level XP
results, the oxidation of Sr and Cu is12. This would sugges
an overall stoichiometry of SrCu2O3 for the films grown with
a cross-section corrected XPS core level Cu to Sr ratio
2:1. In oxides, as discussed in Sec. VI, the local electrost
forces are very strong; so, if the structure is taken to be
infinite layer unit cell with 50% of the Sr atoms missing fro
random locations and the oxidation of Cu is12, the Cu–O

FIG. 4. The ratio of intensities from the~001! and~002! reflections from the
SrCuO2 structure as a function of Sr occupancy. Blue line is calculated fr
the structure factors, the red points are experimental data.
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planes can no longer be perfect. Unfortunately, informat
regarding the location of O and Cu atoms is unobtaina
from XRD on thin film due to geometrical issues.

The accumulated results of RHEED, XRD, and XP
suggest that the film is single phase~within our capability to
tell! with a stoichiometry of SrCu2Ox ~wherex53, assuming
formal valences! and with a tetragonal unit cell of dimen
sionsa5b53.90 andc53.49. Taking into account the loca
similarities between SrCu2O3 and SrCuO2, one interpretation
is that epitaxy has stabilized an alternative, metastable st
ture best described as a slightly compressed infinite la
structure with 50% of the Sr atoms missing.

B. On „001… LaAlO 3 substrates

The deposition conditions which generated the me
stable phase with the nominal composition of SrCu2O3 on
SrTiO3 ~a deposition ratio of 2.5:1, a temperature of 550 °!
generate a cross-section corrected XPS core level peak
of 1:1 on~001! LaAlO3 substrates while maintaining the12
oxidation state of Cu. RHEED patterns recorded through
the growth of 1000-Å-thick films on LaAlO3 substrates show
similar patterns to those of the films grown on SrTiO3.
Again, three different patterns, A, B, and C, were detected
the sequenceA–C–B–C–A, but notwith spacings of 3.8,
5.4, and 8.5 Å, respectively. Again the four-fold symmetry
the film is rotated around its normal implies a tetragonal
cubic unit cell, but this time one with of a slightly smalle
size ~that of 3.8 Å a side!. This is not surprising, given tha
the unit cell size of the LaAlO3 substrate is slightly smalle
than that of SrTiO3, being a5b5c53.78 Å. However,
LaAlO3 is not absolutely cubic because the angles betw
axes of the unit cell,a, is 90.12°.24

When an isotropic, purely elastic unit cell is put unde
two-dimensional compression, the lattice parameter of
unit cell perpendicular to the surface will compensate,
increasing in size, such that the overall energy is minimiz
Poisson’s ratio,n, is a measure of this response, defined
n52ea /e'52eb /e' , whereea and eb are the strains in
the plane, ande' is the strain perpendicular to the two
dimensional compression. For an isotropic and purely ela
medium,n5 1

3. In reality, most materials have an'0.25–0.3.
Assuming the original lattice parameter for this film

the same as that for SrCuO2 and assuming a Poisson’s rat
for SrCuO2 of 0.25, a decrease in thea andb lattice param-
eter to 3.78 Å would lead to an expansion in thec axis to
3.91 Å. As shown in Fig. 5 ac-axis spacing of 3.87 Å is see
if the peaks are indexed as~002! and ~004!. Off-axis XRD
shows that the$103% and$112% peaks have the correctf scan
symmetries and are in the correctu andv angles for a unit
cell of dimensionsa5b53.78 Å andc53.87 Å, giving a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.27 for this film.

Beyond the lattice parameters fitting those of a strain
SrCuO2 phase, as seen from Fig. 5, the only peak tha
visible is the 002, suggesting a systematic absence of
(h1k1 l )5n peaks wheren is odd. This is to be expecte
for a body-centered unit cell such as SrCuO2. As already
mentioned, the cross-section corrected XPS core level
ratios for Cu to Sr is 1:1, even though the deposition con
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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tions were set, similar to the growths on SrTiO3 substrates, to
grow a film with a 2:1 Cu to Sr ratio. To within our capabi
ity, these films are single phase.

C. Previous growth conditions for SrCuO 2

Previous thin film work on the growth of SrCuO2 on
SrTiO3 has generally been done at about 500 °C and un
oxidation conditions which are typically provided by abo
131025 torr of NO2, or a maximum atomic oxygen flux o
roughly 531015 atoms/cm2 s. Typical XRD results show tha
the Sr to Cu ratio is not 1:1, but rather'0.8:1.25–29 One
group, however, did grow SrCuO2 with an XRD result that
suggests a Sr:Cu ratio of 1:1.30 In this current work, the
growth conditions that generated SrCuO2 were different from
these previously published works. We have genera
SrCuO2 while under a much higher oxidation potential due
the use of the high flux atomic oxygen source.

VI. EPITAXIAL INFLUENCE

The effects of epitaxial influence can range from simp
generating a strained version of a stable phase to forcin
alternative, metastable structure to grow. In the case of gr
ing a stable phase under strain, ample reports in the litera
indicate that this can be a meaningful way of controlli
material properties such as the critical temperature
superconductors.31 One interesting issue surrounding this
the ability of oxides to maintain a strained structure w
beyond the predicted critical thickness at which relaxat
occurs. The theoretical work on relaxation thickness is ba
on the assumption of an energy balance between the s
energy of the film and energy associated with defect nu
ation and motion~see, for example, Ref. 32!. These models
which predict a critical thickness in the vicinity of 5–5
monolayers for a 1% strain, have little connection to oxid
for which examples abound of films in highly strained sta
~often, as in this work, more than ten times thicker than
models would predict!. For example, the work of James an
Hibma33 showed the critical thickness of NiO on MgO to b
600 Å, as compared to the predicted 75 Å value. In t
work, about 1000 Å of SrCuO2 maintained a highly strained
structure thereby allowing it to grow coherently on LaAlO3.

FIG. 5. A 2u–v x-ray scan of a film grown at 550 °C on LaAlO3.
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The main interest of this work is in the stabilization
an alternate, or metastable structure—in this case, a
pressure structure. In 1980, Machlin and Chaudhari34 pub-
lished a theory of pseudomorphic stabilization~i.e., stabiliz-
ing an alternative and assumed metastable structure!, which
considers a balance between surface energy, bulk free en
and strain energy. When trying to deal with the growth
oxides ~versus the case of metals and alloys, with whi
Machlin and Chaudhari dealt!, the form of the surface energ
term must take into account the electrostatic energy and
larity issues relevant to such highly ionic compounds. T
use of Machlin and Chaudhari’s underlying equation is d
ficult, as little data exists for many of the terms. They, ho
ever, make headway by assuming there is no differenc
the interface energy between the metastable phase and
substrate as compared to the interface energy between
stable phase and the substrate. For metals this is a legitim
assumption as the first atomic layer above the substrate
face is in distinguishable between the metastable and st
phases. For multielement oxides, this is probably an inapp
priate assumption, given that there is evidence
unit-cell-by-unit-cell35 growth which suggests that the ele
trostatic energy strongly influences even a single monola

Almost all the experimental literature associated w
epitaxial stabilization of an alternative, high pressure str
ture deals with compounds having the formu
(ABO3!~AO!n , where A is a larger cation than B. If th
ABO3 ~n50! compounds form a perovskite structure und
atmospheric pressure, then it is expected that the other m
bers of the ~ABO3!~AO!n series can also be formed.36

SrTiO3~SrO!n is a prime example of this type of series. Th
n50 compounds SrTiO3 is easily grown as a thin film, and
the nÞ0 series of compounds,~SrTiO3!~SrO!n , has also
been generated as thin films.37 Kafalas and Longo36 further
suggest that for bulk materials, growing then51 compounds
(A2BO4! requires the lowest pressure, and that asn decreases
to zero (n5 1

2,
1
3,...,0), the pressure required increases—

meaning that growing-ABO3 would require the highest pres
sure out of the series.

Typically the n50 compounds (ABO3) belong to the
structural high pressure materialsclass with a high pressur
perovskite structure and a low pressure hexagonal struc
An example of a successful growth of both the perovsk
and hexagonal structures is YMnO3. Salvadoret al.38 grew
the perovskite structure on SrTiO3, NdGaO3, and LaAlO3

while Fujimura et al.39,40 grew the hexagonal structure o
MgO. BiMnO3

41 has also been grown with the perovski
structure on SrTiO3, but the hexagonal structure has yet to
grown. A report of the growth of the high pressure structu
of LaCuO3

42 as a thin film on SrTO3 is in the literature,
although the oxidation of the structure was not complete. T
published failures to stabilize the perovskite structure wit
the class of structural high pressure materials are
BaRuO3

43 and SmCuO3.
44

When nÞ0, the compounds~i.e., layered perovskite-
type materials! fall under the definition ofoxidation high
pressure materials. Ba2CuO42d ,45,46 La2CuO42d ,47 and
Ba2RuO42d

48 have all been grown. It is interesting to no
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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that while Ba2RuO42d , wheren51, could be grown, then
50 version, BaRuO3, could not.

When considering these successes and failures
worth noting the substrate choice and lattice mismatch.
most naive approach to deciding which substrate to use
pick one that will induce a compressive pressure in the fi
In general, most high pressure materials are grown un
about 5–7 GPa, and since most oxides have an elastic m
lus between 30 and 70 GPa, it is necessary to choose a
strate with an identical space group and a 10% smaller la
in order to induce a 3–7 GPa compressive-type stress in
film. The listed successes above grew on substrates with
lated space groups that have a range of mismatch from
larger to 2% smaller than the desired film. Unfortunate
data do not yet exist for all these materials with which o
could compare the minimum pressure needed for b
growth and the permissible lattice mismatch for thin fi
growth. Also, the complied data are not big enough yet to
much about what is needed from the symmetry of the s
strate. Is an identical space group match needed, or is
stacking sequence of the largest element in the substrate
film ~normally oxygen! the most important to match?

SrCuO2, SrCu2O3, and CrO2 ~another notable high
pressure material for which MBE-like thin film growt
would be advantageous! do not fit into the~ABO!3~AO!n

formula. SrCu2O3 and CrO2 are cases ofcombination high
pressure materials,while SrCuO2 is a structural high pres-
sure material~although the low pressure structure has n
been grown as a thin film!. The high pressure structure o
SrCu2O3 cannot be grown, as is shown in this work, ev
when the stoichiometry of Cu to Sr is set to 2:1 and oxid
tion of the Cu is maintained at12. Instead, an alternative
metastable structure is grown, consistent with that of SrC2
but with 50% of the Sr missing. The lattice mismatch
basically zero for SrCu2O3 and SrCuO2 on SrTiO3.

The growth of CrO2 thin films is a special case, as the
is currently one method to grow thin film without high pre
sure. This method makes use of an intermediate chem
reaction to facilitate the growth,5,49 and so should not be
considered within the framework of this discussion. The
tempted growth of CrO2 films without high pressure an
without the intermediate chemical reaction has not b
successful.5 In this case, the substrate mismatch was v
large because the substrate (TiO2) unit cell is almost 10%
larger than the CrO2 unit cell. It is worth pointing out that the
level of oxidation was not an issue with the attempt
growth of CrO2 as CrO3, which has the highest oxidatio
state available for Cr, was successfully grown.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the use of a high flux atomic oxygen source andin
situ x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, we have achieved
growth of a single phase thin film with a Cu to Sr ratio of 2
while maintaining full oxidation, enabling us to obtain th
formal SrCu2O3 stoichiometry. However, an alternative
metastable structure is stabilized on SrTiO3 substrates. This
structure can best be described as being based on the te
onal infinite layer material SrCuO2 with 50% of the Sr atoms
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missing, not the bulk high pressure orthorhombic struct
expected for SrCu2O3. Growth under the same conditions o
LaAlO3 structures leads to a highly strained SrCuO2 struc-
ture with a Cu to Sr ratio of 1:1. This indicates that both t
chemistry and the structure can be highly influenced by s
strate choice. It also suggests that the Cu is either very
bile or quite volatile. The presence of Cu is also strong
influenced by the substrate temperature, on both SrTiO3 and
LaAlO3 substrates. We believe the failure to stabilize t
orthorhombic, high pressure bulk structure of SrCu2O3 is not
due to an inability to fully oxidize the materials durin
growth, but rather the failure of epitaxy to stabilize the r
quired long range order of the desired structure.

The current literature shows only a handful of succes
and several failures when trying to use epitaxy to stabil
high pressure structures. All of the successes have been
compounds that are part of the series described
~ABO3)(AO)n and which have the layered perovskite ty
structure. No clear picture emerges from these results a
whether the use of epitaxial influence is a robust means
stabilizing high pressure structures, or whether it only wo
for a few very select cases. Further systematic work on
bulk growth as a function of pressure, and on thin fi
growth as a function of substrate symmetry and unit cell s
is needed.

Note added in proof.After submission of this paper, a
article by Schoenet al.54 claimed field effect-induced modu
lation of transport properties in thin films of the spin ladd
compound@CaCu2O3#4, which they claim has an identica
structure to SrCu2O3. The work of Cavellinet al.55 regarding
the structure and chemical nature of the@CaCu2O3#4 films
referenced by Schoenet al. does not show an unambiguou
analysis of the films structure or chemistry. A technical co
ment by Ingleet al.56 was recently published on this point
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